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Right Now… The Right to Food

Sponsor a child with

A TOOL TO EDUCATE IN SOLIDARITY
WEDUCOLE is an amazing chance for the whole educational community to participate
in a caring and didactic project sponsoring a child in a collective manner through
Ayuda en Acción.
WEDUCOLE brings the opportunity for pupils to:
• Get in contact with the sponsored child and get to know one another. Who he is,
how he lives, what is his family like and their day-to-day life.
• Receive messages from his classmates, so the caring link involves the whole
educational community and not only the sponsored child.
• Experience the solidarity from childhood as a fun and joyful adventure.
• Develop civic and social skills through communication, learning and empathy.
• Share with the educational community a functional gesture of solidarity and how we
all together are able to improve the world where we are living in.

SCHOOLS AND FAMILIES WHO ARE SPONSORING
To SPONSOR WITH WEDU is not a common caring contribution.
Wedu is a project from Ayuda en Acción especially designed to strengthen the links among
children, families and schools around the participant communities. Specific goods and
didactic resources are sent periodically to school or home. Additional materials such as
participative proposals and educational content can be found in the project website.
In case your school is already sponsoring through Ayuda en Acción, you can keep this
link with the same child and receive communications and materials from Weducole.
All you have to do is to register yourself or your school on the website and to get your
membership code there.

Ask for information and take part with your pupils in Weducole at

ayudaenaccion.org/wedu
Didactic material edited by Ayuda en Acción for the Educational Program AHORA TOCA...
Contents and design by En Babia Comunicación Social for Ayuda en Acción. Illustrations by iiago for En Babia.
Use, reproduction and retransmission of these materials for educational non-profit purposes are authorized on the condition that users cite the authors
and source of the contents.

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION
AND GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT tackles the Right to Food and the objective
is to give the educational community a pause to think about the huge inequalities
that affect the world as regards access to food, as well as stressing the importance
of providing children with adequate and nutritious food during their growth and
development stage.
Besides, this activity also has a symbolic and voluntary fund raising purpose based
on the collaboration of families. The idea is to write down the recipe for a dessert,
to calculate its cost and to donate the cost of that dessert to sponsor a child or
contribute to the building of an early care school in Ayacucho (Peru).
Some of the preliminary objectives of the activity are:
• Reflecting on the right to food, analyzing the differences between northern and
southern countries as regards family income and access to food.
• Gaining more in-depth awareness of the inequalities in the distribution of food
(crops, land, access to water, seeds) as the main structural cause of poverty.
• Stressing the importance of having an appropriate and healthy diet at an early age
that will ensure the proper development of individuals.
• Building appropriate structures that will help ensure food security and nutrition:
promoting sustainable agriculture and conscious consumption, buying locally
grown products and seasonal food from small farmers whenever possible, and
supporting fair trade.
Some of the objectives of the activity itself are:
• Sharing a culinary experience and learning basic concepts about household
economy through the exchange of recipes among the students and making the
desserts: how much money did we spend making this sweet?
• Comparing the amount of money that an average Spanish family spends on a meal
and the expenditure on food of a family in a developing country.
• Encouraging a voluntary solidarity action plan in the school by means of a collective
micro fund raising that will contribute to sponsor a child or to help build an early
care school in Ayacucho (Peru).

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT
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PREPARATION
AND INVOLVEMENT
OF THE EDUCATIONAL
CENTRE
Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT Is a learning activity that deals with the right to food
but it also has a symbolic and voluntary fund raising objective. It is very important that
all teachers work in coordination and also explain the activity clearly to the students and
families so that they can understand its purpose and feel involved.
Teacher’s resources
• In this guide there are several warm up activities to be done in class, all graded
according to age group.
• We have developed three levels of content that include Nursery, Primary and
Secondary Education. We hope you will find our ideas useful. However, according to
curriculum requirements and the particular needs of each school, certain changes
and adaptations may be necessary.
• At the end of this guide you can find the section “Focusing on the Issue”, with
supplementary material on the topic The Right to Food.
• At Ayuda en Acción we encourage interaction and participation by means of
your own contributions to our blog that will allow us to supplement or improve
the activities. You can post new worksheets, new tasks or new ideas better suited
to a particular age group or topic. Your collaboration is very valuable!
Warm-up activities
• As it is stated in the Roadmap below, the nature, purpose and objectives of the activity
should be clearly explained to the students beforehand.
• The worksheets can be downloaded from the blog.
Resources to get the family involved
• We have developed a project to involve families so they can continue working on the
topic at home. It is very important that each student gets a copy of the worksheet
labelled “Family Worksheet”, which is published on the blog.
Resources to get the non teaching staff involved
• We suggest informing and involving the non-teaching staff so they can also participate
in this activity.
• In particular, with Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT, the worksheet labelled
“Family Worksheet” could also be handed out to all the non-teaching staff.
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Resources to promote the activity both within and outside the school
• In the programme’s welcome folder you will find a sample of the Ayuda en Acción
posters to promote each activity.
• These posters can be downloaded from the blog so you can write down on them
the agreed date on which the activity will be held.
• The local media could be informed about the activity to get some coverage.
• On the blog there is a photo gallery where we can publish all the graphic
documents you send us from your school: dessert recipes, filled in worksheets,
pictures, videos, etc. Your example will certainly encourage other schools to
TAKE ACTION!

AND RIGHT NOW … TAKE ACTION
The day has come! Here are some general ideas for you to take into account:
• We suggest carrying out the activity around 16th of October World Food Day,
since the activities included in the programme Right Now… for the first part of
the course will deal with the Right to Food and Children’s Rights. However, if you
do not find that date suitable, there are some other days when the activity could
be held: 17th of October International Day for the Eradication of Poverty, 22nd
of March World Water Day, 22nd of April Earth Day, 5th of June Environment Day.
• Take advantage of this World Food Day to work with the recipes that the students
have written down on their Family Worksheets, for instance by identifying the
ingredients that appear most frequently in the recipes, the origin of those
ingredients, which recipes are healthier than others, seasonal cooking, etc…
• We also suggest organizing a dessert tasting event either in class or during a
break so all the students can share and try those delicious home-made desserts
that the families have prepared.
• And to round up the activity, collect all the recipes from your class or even from
all the classes in the school and publish a recipe book that the students can
share and take home for their families to read and enjoy.
• You could also have the school canteen participate in the activity asking the
kitchen staff to cook some of the most popular recipes, the most common, the
most original, etc…
• Among the resources, you will find a template to build a communal money box to
keep the contributions from the families that decide to donate the cost of their
dessert.
• Secondary school students that are willing to cooperate more actively can inform
their neighbourhood and local shops about the activity in case they can offer
any kind of help or contribution.
• If the school has raised some funds you can contact the nearest Ayuda en Acción
office directly or through the blog to get instructions on how to submit the
donation.

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT
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ROADMAP

Activity Proposal
for Nursery
and Primary School
Warm up Activities
• You can start by asking the children questions about basic concepts related to
the Right to Food, such as: do you help your parents with the daily shopping
and cooking? What’s your favourite dish? Can you name any healthy food?
and fast food?
• Focus on the importance of having a varied and balanced diet to become a strong and
healthy person. Remind them that in other parts of the world there are children who
cannot choose what to eat and have to live on a very limited and insufficient diet.
Ideas for the classroom
1. Your favourite dessert
• Hand out one worksheet per child and tell them to draw and share their favourite
dessert with the kid that appears in the picture. After that, ask them to name the
ingredients of the dessert they have chosen.
2. From the land to your table
• This worksheet is useful to talk about the food that is grown locally and to
identify the time and season when the products should be grown, harvested and
consumed. The students could bring to class some seeds, different kinds of fruit
or vegetables, vegetable leaves, etc.
Ideas for family activities
• Explain to the families that all the school is going to participate in an activity
called DONATE YOUR DESSERT and inform them about the date when the
activity will be held.
• Ask them if they would like their children to bring a dessert recipe to class and that
to do so, they will have to fill in a Family Worksheet at home.
• In that worksheet they will find some guidelines to reflect on the Right to Food and
a proposal for a voluntary donation of the cost of the dessert which recipe they
have chosen to write down and bring to class. This worksheet is the same for all
student groups and families.
• Stick the activity poster in the classroom and hang or place the money box in a
visible spot. You can find a template to build the money box on the blog.
• The filled in worksheets must be taken back to class some days ahead of the
activity so that they will be available for class work on the activity day.
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WORKSHEET: From the land to your table

Family WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET: Your Favourite Dessert

From the orchard to the classroom
We also recommend you to use these lesson plans which deal
with The Right to Food with a gender equity approach.
They can be downloaded at
http://www.ayudaenaccion.org/microsites/educacion/

Do you have more ideas for activities?

Write your contribution
to the blog and share it
with all the educational community
in Ayuda en Acción
Download the worksheets from the blog

http://programaeducativo.ayudaenaccion.org
Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT
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ROADMAP
Activity Proposal
for Junior School
(ages 8-11)
Warm up Activities
• You can start with some basic concepts about the Right to Food, for instance
talking about the reason why the activity will be held on that special day or going
over what the students have learned about having a healthy diet , the origin of
different kinds of food, etc…
• At the end of this group work activity, reflect with the whole class on the Right to
Food, trying to find answers and solutions to questions such as:
- Why one out of seven people suffer from famine in a world that produces enough
food for everyone?
- Why do people who inhabit rural areas in developing countries have more difficult
access to food when there is cropland nearby?
- Can we go on sending food from one side of the planet to the other without
considering the energy cost?
- What would happen if one day food doesn’t get to supermarkets?
Ideas para hacer en clase
1. Group work: “If this classroom were the world…”
• Tell your students that they have to imagine that the classroom is a micro world and all
the people in the world are the people in class.
• Write on the blackboard all the things that are going to be distributed among the
students in class: FOOD, WATER AND MONEY.
• Pick up a container (a box or a waste paper bin). Put inside the box the cards that you
will have previously cut out from the worksheet “FOOD”.
• Ask each student to pick up a card from the box with their eyes shut.
• When all the “FOOD” cards are gone, write down the results on the blackboard and
divide the classroom up into two groups: one group can eat, the other group cannot.
• Now hand out the “WATER” cards. First give out the darker cards to the group of
students that have access to food and then give all the remaining cards to the
rest of the students.
• Finally, deal the “MONEY” cards. First give out the darker cards to the group of
students that have access to food and water and then give all the remaining cards
to the rest of the class.
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2. Conclusion and feedback on “If this classroom were the world…”
• Finish by writing down all the results on the blackboard and suggest discussing
as group work the unfair distribution of the world’s resources, poverty and
famine eradication. Why do these things happen? What ideas can they think
of to change the situation? Make the class the questions that appear in the
introduction of this guide.

WORKSHEET: If this classroom were the world

WORKSHEET: Family activity

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT
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Ideas for Family Activities
• Tell your class that the school is going to organise an activity called “Donate your
Dessert” and inform about the date on which the activity will take place.
• Ask the students to bring a dessert recipe to class and tell them that to do so, they
will have to fill in a Family Worksheet at home.
• In that worksheet they will find some guidelines to reflect on the Right to Food and
a proposal for a voluntary donation of the cost of the dessert which recipe they
have chosen to write down and bring to class. This worksheet is the same for all
student groups and families.
• Stick the activity poster in the classroom and hang or place the money box in a
visible spot. You can find a template to build the money box on the blog.
• The filled in worksheets must be taken back to class some days ahead of the
activity so that they are available for class work on the day that the activity is
held.

Supercauliflower to the rescue and My friend Illari
We also recommend you to use these lesson plans which deal
with The Right to Food with a gender equity approach.
They can be downloaded at
http://www.ayudaenaccion.org/microsites/educacion/

Do you have more ideas for activities?

Write your contribution
to the blog and share it
with all the educational community
in Ayuda en Acción
Download the worksheets from the blog

http://programaeducativo.ayudaenaccion.org
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ROADMAP

Activity proposal
for secondary school
Introduction to the topic and warm up activity. Class work
• Your students are surely familiar with the key topics that this activity deals with: a
healthy diet, conscious consumption, unfair distribution of the world’s resources,
developed and developing countries, biodiversity, sustainability, etc.
• Two different activities are suggested here to tackle the Right to Food with an
active approach. It is up to you to choose the one that best suits your class.
Ideas to put into practice in class and outside the classroom
ACTIVITY A: Turn your class into an NGO
• Ask your students to form 3 teams that will work in 3 different departments:
Communications, Political Advocacy and Social Mobilization.
• Communications Team: They will be in charge of seeking documentary information
on the Right to Food and the present situation of food crisis and world hunger .
They will transmit this information by publishing articles on the school newspaper
or the school blog, publishing their own newsletter or bulletin, or making posters
to stick on the school walls and information boards. They can also elaborate
pieces of news to be sent to the local media: newspapers, radio stations, local tv
stations and web pages.
• Political Advocacy Team: They will draw up a manifesto with ideas, suggestions,
demands and solutions given by the whole class regarding the problem of
world hunger and poverty. This manifesto can be sent to the town hall, local
political parties, the council for children, neighbourhood associations, cultural
associations and so forth.
• Social Mobilization Team: They will be responsible for “recruiting” desserts
from out of the school using the materials and resources provided in the guide:
money box, family worksheets, and informative posters. They can hand out the
worksheets among their neighbours, friends, local shops, etc… and set up an
information desk outside the local market, supermarket or shopping centre and
collect the desserts.
• Remember you can send your comments , follow up results and outcome of this
activity and it will be uploaded onto the blog “Right Now…”

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT
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ACTIVITY B: Food Detectives
• Print the school canteen’s weekly menu or a menu from any other school canteen.
• Identify all the food on the menus (primary food and processed food).
• Explain that the activity is going to be a research based on those menus.
Information can be obtained online or at local markets and supermarkets.
• Suggest working in groups to distribute the following tasks: food search,
nutritional evaluation and local food alternatives.
• Food Research Team: they will fill in the activity worksheet with information
about food origin, crop production, varieties, its seasonal nature and
producing countries.
• Nutritional Evaluation Team: they will fill in the activity worksheet with data
on food quantity per serving (calories amount, carbohydrates, protein and
sugar rates per serving), whether it satisfies a person’s daily nutritional
needs, recommended intake, etc…
• Local Food Alternatives Team: They will fill in the activity worksheet with
information about local farmers in the area, in the district or in the country
that can supply those products. They will also investigate if those products
on the menus have organic [eco and bio] alternatives in the market. If there
are any foreign products, they will suggest alternative local foods or fair-trade
products.
• Once the research has been done, there will be a follow up session. The
three teams will share the information in class and a report will be drawn up
containing the evaluation, outcome and suggestions. It would be a good idea
to submit the report to the school canteen under study.

Ideas for Family Activities
• Tell your class that the school is going to organise an activity called “Donate
your Dessert” and inform about the date on which the activity will take place.
• Ask them to write down and bring a dessert recipe to class and that to do so,
they will have to fill in a Family worksheet at home.
• In that worksheet they will find some guidelines to reflect on the Right to Food
and a proposal for a voluntary donation of the cost of the dessert which recipe
they have chosen to write down and bring to class. This worksheet is the same
for all student groups and families.
• Stick the activity poster in the classroom and hang or place the money box in
a visible spot. You can find a template to build the money box on the blog.
• The filled in worksheets must be taken back to class some days ahead of the
activity so that they are available for class work on the day that the activity is
held.
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WORKSHEET: Food Detectives

The Curious Case of the Ghost Crops
We also recommend you to use these lesson plans
which deal with the Right to Food with a gender equity approach.
They can be downloaded at
http://www.ayudaenaccion.org/microsites/educacion/

Hunger for Justice
7 Key Commitments to Fight World Hunger
There is further interesting material in the Right to Food Campaign
that can be downloaded at http://www.derechoalimentacion.org/

Do you have more ideas for activities?

Write your contribution
to the blog and share it
with all the educational community
in Ayuda en Acción
Download the worksheets from the blog

http://programaeducativo.ayudaenaccion.org
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FOCUSING
ON THE
ISSUE…
1. The Right to Food: definitions and basic concepts
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), article 25, states that “Everyone
has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of
himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and
necessary social services […]”
Two of the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) deal with this right:
• MDG 1 : Eradicating extreme poverty and hunger
• MDG 7: Ensuring environmental sustainability.
Further key concepts in relation to this right are:
ERADICATE

DEFEND AND PROMOTE

Malnutrition:
Caused when diet does not provide people with
adequate calories and protein for maintenance and
growth, or they cannot fully utilize the food they eat.
There are different kinds of malnutrition:
Acute (weight for height measure) , Chronic
(height for age measure) and Global
(weight for age measure).

Nutritional Security:
All people, at all times, should have physical,
social and economic access to sufficient, safe and
nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and
food preferences for an active and healthy life.

Food sovereignty:
Hunger:
Insufficient food intake,
or usually chronic malnutrition.

Famine:
Prolonged socio-economic crisis causes
the progressive impoverishment of the most
vulnerable population groups and the deterioration
of their support system, which brings a massive
increase of hunger rates. Famines lead to population
displacement, the spread of epidemics, de-structuring
of families and communities and, in severe cases,
rise in mortality rates
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It is the right of people, countries and communities
to define their own agricultural and food policies
according to the needs and priorities of local
communities to ensure domestic food security and
the well-being of their farming population.
This is related to access to resources such as land,
water, seeds for a sustainable use

Sustainable agriculture:
It is the act of farming using principles of ecology:
preserving natural resources, using renewable
energies and adequate affordable technology
that may allow a high level of local self sufficiency.
It should be ecologically adequate, economically
affordable and culturally appropriate.

2. Comparative data on world hunger1
• There are around 1,000 million undernourished people in the world today.
This number is similar to the total amount of people who live in the European
Community, the USA, Canada, Japan and Australia.
• 70% of these hungry people are women. In many countries, women are still
considered as second-class citizens and consequently, they have more
problems to have access or even they are forbidden to have access to land,
seeds, food or bank loans to invest in their land – only 1% of the world’s land
is owned by women, whereas they represent 43% of the agricultural labour
force-. They are not allowed to work the land in the same conditions as men.
• 40% of the world population lives on less than 2 dollars a day.
• One third of food produced for human consumption is wasted.
• Undernourished people live mostly in rural areas or in city slums. These
people spend between 60% and 80% of their income on food, which makes
them highly vulnerable. However and paradoxically, 80% of undernourished
people live in the countryside, where all the crop growing and cattle breeding
activities take place.
• Every year, 10,7 million children die from poverty-related causes.
• The current economic and financial crisis has worsened the global food
crisis with a constant rise in staple food prices. Other factors are surging oil
prices, staple food speculation, the increasing demand of food from emerging
countries, climate change, and a higher demand of food production with
purposes other than feeding the population (biofuels production).
• The Horn of Africa (Kenya, Somalia, Djibouti and Ethiopia) has been hit by
the worst drought in the last 60 years. It is estimated that 12,4 million people
have been affected by this crisis and have required emergency humanitarian
assistance.
•

In Kenya, 5 million people have been victims of this crisis.

1

The Right to Food. Ayuda en Acción, 2012.

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT
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Ayuda en Accion (AeA) is a Spanish non-profit development organization that works
in Latin America, Africa and Asia to drive structural changes to eradicate poverty in
the most disadvantaged communities. Established in 1981, AeA works to improve the
living conditions of disadvantaged communities through self-sustainable development
programs, awareness campaigns and political incidence campaigns.
We have more than 135,000 partners, thanks to whom we are currently working in
130 development programs that have improved the living conditions of over 3 million
people in 22 countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia.
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Your Favourite Dessert

What other
ingredient(s)
are in your
dessert?
Draw it/them

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT
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From the land to your table

Draw the fruit it bears
and with an arrow, point
at the place where it is.

The Right to Food
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You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You usually eat,
but sometimes
you are hungry

You eat
too much
and you are
overweight

You eat
too much
and you are
overweight

You eat
too much
and you are
overweight

You eat
too much
and you are
overweight

You eat
too much
and you are
overweight

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You have
everything
you need to have
a healthy diet

You suffer from
You suffer from
malnutrition
malnutrition
because you don’t have because you don’t have
anything to eat or what anything to eat or what
you eat is not enough
you eat is not enough

One day
you may starve
to death
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You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and do not waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and you waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and you waste it

You have access
to drinking water
and you waste it

You drink unsafe
dirty water.
You contract
diseases

You drink unsafe
dirty water.
You contract
diseases

You drink unsafe
dirty water.
You contract
diseases

You drink unsafe
dirty water.
You contract
diseases

You drink unsafe
dirty water.
You contract
diseases

You drink unsafe
dirty water.
You contract
diseases

You drink unsafe
dirty water.
You contract
diseases
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You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You are poor.
You survive
on less than
2 euros a day

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You have
enough money
to support yourself
and your family

You inherited
a large sum
of money and
you are wasting it

You inherited
a large sum
of money and
you are wasting it

You inherited
a large sum
of money and
you are wasting it

You are
a millionaire
and support social
cause organizations
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Food
found

Variety

Potatoes

Kennebec
(starchy)

Primary or
manufactured?

Manufacturing
process or
cultivation method

Primary

Industrial

(industrial, organic,
artisan.)

Is it a seasonal
product?
Which season?

Product
origin?

Major
producing
countries

All year product
Cropped in autumn

Spain

China, Russia,
EEUU, Spain

En Babia Comunicación Social for Ayuda en Acción, 2012. www.estasenbabia.com
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Food

Way it is
prepared in
the menu

Serving
per person

Calories
per serving

Carbohydrates

Proteins

Fats

Fries
Olive oil
Salt

Garnish

100 gr.

250 kcal

35 gr.

4 gr.

18 gr.

Sugar

50-70

high

Recommended
intake

Once / twice
a week
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Food Detectives…
NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION TEAM

The Right to Food

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT

Food found

Potatoes

Any organic
alternatives
for this food?

Yes

Any fair trade
alternatives
for this food?

No

Is this food
produced
in your area?

Yes

Local
producers

Cooperativa de Patata Gallega
Gallega de Patatas SL

If not, write down
any locally produced
alternatives

Potatoes are a common
product grown in Spain
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Food Detectives…
LOCAL FOOD ALTERNATIVES TEAM

The Right to Food

Right Now… DONATE YOUR DESSERT

Right Now… is a learning programme from “Ayuda en Acción”
which aims to involve the whole educational community
(students, teachers, families and non-teaching staff) in the
effort to build a better world by means of different activities
to arouse awareness and foster reflection to protect, promote
and reflect on Human Rights.
DONATE YOUR DESSERT tackles hunger and the Right to Food.
The objective of the activity is to stress the importance of the
awareness of policy-makers respect, protect and implement
this human right that guarantees the lives of millions of human
beings in the world, especially children and women. Developed
countries should change their habits towards conscious
consumption, as well as stop food speculation policies, invest
more money in research and ensure a fair share of the world’s
resources.
To approach this topic, your child has had a warm up activity
in class and besides, as a voluntary contribution, families can
donate through the school the cost of the dessert they have
chosen to describe.

Number
of people

Ingredients

Recipe

Now we invite you to continue reflecting on this issue at home
by completing this Family Worksheet. Please send it back to
the school once you have completed it, so that on the day that
the activity takes place at school, our students are able to work
with it. Thank you so much for your collaboration!
You can let us know what you have experienced doing this activity
making a contribution on our blog http://programaeducativo.
ayudaenaccion.org

Gather up your family and decide on a dessert you
all like having at home. Write down the ingredients ,
the recipe and calculate the cost of each ingredient.

* 40% of the world’s population lives on 2 euros a day.

Cost
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Family Worksheet

